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FRONT PAGE 

The end of another year - where do they go! 

The year has been eventful for Olympic collectors, with the celebration of the Olympic Winter 
Games in Vancouver, The 1st Youth Olympic Games in Singapore, World Olympic Collector's 
Fairs in Cologne and Beijing, Stamp World London 2010, and the continuing Olympic and 
Paralympic programmes from Royal Mail. 

2011 promises further items from the Royal Mail Programme for 2012, and a World Olympic 
Collectors Fair in Chicago. It is surprising how often these non-Olympic years become very 
hectic. 

The July 27th issue by Royal Mail, and the associated items produced by SOC, did serve as an 
indicator of the maximum number of SmartStamp items that 'volunteers' from the committee can 
actually produce and process, so we will be all geared up for July 2011. 

'Olympex 2012' is likely to take the form of an exhibition mounted by the Olympic Museum, 
Lausanne in central London, with a limited number of invited philatelic exhibits. There are no 
plans for competetive exhibits or dealer stands, as space will not be available. 

The Future of FIPO 

The I.O.C. has reviewed the structure of, and their relationship with collectors associations 
worldwide. Of the three former collectors organisations - FIPO (philately), FINO (numismatics) 
and FIMO (memorabila), only FIPO remains in existence, and only continues in it's existing form 
until it's future format is determined. 

A working group has been established to create a proposal for the future format of FIPO or a 
replacement (or to consider if a replacement is required). The working group will also draft a 
proposed constitution for the consideration of existing FIPO members, and the Olympic 
Collectors Commission. 

The members of the working group are: 
Mr. Mark Maestrone, President of SPI; Mr. Jean-Pierre Piquot, President of AFCOS; Mr. Robert 
Farley, Chairman of SOC; Mr. Thomas Lippert, Acting President of IMOS; and Mr. Roman Babut. 

Please note that orders for material from the June 2010 sales list are still welcome, and will be 
despatched as received. 

Orders for SOC souvenirs 

Orders for all other philatelic souvenirs will not be despatched until February 2011 as Bob 
Wilcock is currently recouperating from souvenir production in New Zealand - a family visit, and 
the opportunity for an extra summer. However, where supplies are limited, items will be supplied 
on a 'first come first served' basis. To enable the date of orders to be recorded, in this instance, 
please send orders by mail or email without payment to Bob Farley. 
A list of all orders received will be passed to Bob Wilcock on his retum. 
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An interesting query / challenge from J-P. Piquot, the 
President of AFCOS and a collector of tennis as a 
theme. 

The 2009 stamp issue by Singapore for the Youth 
Olympic Games illustrated in the last issue of Torch 
Bearer described the design of the 65c. stamp as 
Badminton. Is it Badminton or tennis? 

From Members 

Youth Olympic Games - Badminton or tennis? 

This appeared to be a simple query to resolve, but reference to the Singapore Post website 
produced a surprise - the designs of the stamps were only referenced by the multi-lingual 
background text (the 65c. being 'Hello'), the sports shown in the designs were not mentioned. 

By enlarging the design, it actually becomes obvious that the handle of the raquet is not that of a 
badminton raquet, but of a tennis raquet. 

Jean-Pierre, is therefore correct in his challenge. The design shows tennis players. 

Beijing 2008 - A failure to seek copyright approval 
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Many of the postmarks for the 2008 torch relay show an anonymous torch in their design. 
Ganxian Tang reports that the designer of this postmark should have followed this principle. 

Shortly after entering use, the die of this postmark had the Olympic torch removed as the result of 
an instruction because the use of the 2008 Olympic torch within the design had not been 
approved 
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Egyptian Weightlifters (1936 - 1948) 

Bob Wilcock 

A se-tenant pair of stamps was issued 
by Egypt in 2007 (SG 2244 & 5) 
celebrating two of their Olympic Gold 
Medallists in wrestling. The stamps 
are in dark green with a black and 
white photo of Ibrahim Shams (1948) 
on the left, and on the right a colour 
photo of Khadr El Touni (1936). 
(These are the spellings in Wikipedia 
and Olympic publications, but they do 
vary). The stamps are not obviously 
Olympic — there are no rings, and 
there is no western text — and 
although not expensive they are hard 
to find. 

Ibrahim Hassanien Shams was born in Alexandria on 20 September 1914, and in Berlin in 1936 
won bronze in the Featherweight class (under 60 kilos), lifting a total of 300 kg. In the jerk he 
and fellow Egyptian Saleh Mohammed Soliman both lifted the Olympic record weight of 125 kg. 
Soliman took the Silver; Gold went to Anthony Terlazzo of the USA. 

In 1948 he moved up to the Lightweight class (under 67.5 kilos) and won Gold in a dramatic 
confrontation with fellow Egyptian Attia Hamouda. Shams missed a jerk of 145 kg but Hamouda 
succeeded, forcing Shams to add 2.5kg to the bar to tie the scores and win on lower bodyweight. 
After nervous hesitation he grabbed the bar quickly to claim victory. 

Khadr Sayed El Touni was the weightlifting sensation of the 1936 Olympics. Born on 15 
December 1913, and aged just 22, he lifted a world record total of 387.5 kg, outclassing the 
Silver and Bronze medallists from Germany, who could only manage 352 kg. He surpassed the 
Light-heavyweight winner, Louis Hostin of France whose 372.5 kg was an Olympic record for the 
class, but still 15 kg less than El Touni. 

It is understood that in recognition of his success Hitler ordered that a street in the Olympic 
Village be re-named after him; in Egypt two streets, and a major square in his home town of 
Helwan honour him. 

He had an outstanding career, and until 1996 was ranked number one on the International 
Weightlifting Federation list of history's greatest weightlifters, being toppled after Atlanta by 
Turkey's Naim Suleymanoglu. 

El Touni competed again in London in 1948, but fell unwell and was found to be needing surgery 
just a day before the competition. In great pain, he managed to tie for 3rd place, but lost the 
Bronze on a tie-break, before being rushed to hospital for surgery. He died in 1956, accidentally 
electrocuting himself at home. 

Egypt has a proud record in weight-lifting, but as far as I know no other lifter has appeared on a 
stamp. 	
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Beijing 2008 Torch Relay - The Sichuan Earthquake 

Bob Farley, with translations by Ellis Kwan and Shaoqi Wu. 

Following a number of incidents during the global phase of the Beijing 2008 torch relay, the flame 
began it's journey around mainland China, with the intention of sharing the Olympic celebrations 
with all provinces and many communities. 

The carefully planned route was disrupted by the natural disaster that ocurred in Sichuan 
Province on May 12th, 2008. An eathquake of 8.0 magnitude, with an epicentre close to 
Wenchuan. The extent of the damage, loss of life and immediate relief work became apparent in 
the following days and led to the declaration of May 19th - 21st as the National morning period. 

The postal markings used at post offices to advise the changes in dates of the torch relay 
document this major disaster, and will forever be a reminder of the loss of life, relief effort and the 
very secondary disruption to the Olympic torch relay. 

The usual caviat for Beijing 2008 material applies to the following listing - items illustrated have 
all been seen, but are unlikely to represent the full range of items that exist. 

Reference numbers of illustrations are from 
Postal commemoration of the 2008 Olympic Torch Relay Volume 2. 
- Postal markings of Hong Kong, Macau and China. 

Wikipedia records the following details for the 2008 Sichuan earthquake, also known as the 
Great Sichuan Eathquake or the Wenchuan Earthquake.: 

Date May 12, 2008 
Magnitude 8.0 Ms / 7.9 Mw 
Depth 19 kilometres 
Epicenter location: 
(Sichuan earthquake) 
(Yingxiu, Wenchuan, Ngawa in 
Sichuan Province) 
Countries or regions affected China 
Max. intensity XI — Very Disastrous 
Aftershocks 149 to 284 major 

Casualties 68,712 dead 
(21st deadliest earthquake of all time) 
17,921 missing 

374,643 injured 
(as of September 22, 2008 
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17bc (black) 

18b (black) 

Explanatory marking without any direct reference to the Olympic torch relay, usually struck in 
blue. 

811111111t8.0484Elith1 
2008if5A 191EI21 Bt131:511*1=1 / 
5gt1J-A*11111.0C*Plia*Rig / 
2008.5.19 - 21 / 	Mit.9.7 

As there was a magnitude 8 earthquake in 
WenChuang of Sichuang province, the 3 days 
from 19 May to 21 May were 3 days of national 
mourning as a tribute to the victims of the 
earthquake. Be united to overcome the 
earthquake. 

1 II ic4111L11.0#110W142 
*AN.9:3t#177EIN3)2008i€5,1 22 Fi 

17ba (red)  

I111X*RA-A4MOIMM 
4IIAMOUJ El 	 5A 22B 22 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing 
Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the 
torch relay at this city to 22 May 2008. 

AZ04,1141M/5.19-521131AIIMEi/ 
);.1*MR4RIMM/IAMARCK 

Be united to fight against the earthquake / 5.19 - 5.21 was the 
3-day national mourning period / Torch relay date was 
rescheduled / The people in YangZhou care about the victims 
of the earthquake. 

t±11Iff-XANVrEill11111Xithitirl*Rafigatirkt* , 
INIA-IRA4F14* , 	2008*5A 19I=121 B /3 .131-.51t* 
lbsTrAtliOsAZ , JAZT5A 201=1, 21 H 
9.4C15t4illIME41-. 

In order to send condolencese to the victims of the WenChuan 
earthquake on behalf of all parts of China, the State Council 
announced that 19 May to 21May was a 3 day national 
mourning period. The original torch relay dates of 20-21May 
to have taken place in Shanghai had to be postponed. 

Vilt5z Ang 

21d (black) 

gRIMIATA4/ 
ttRMAWOMMA*RMXIE*MgMEX 

Be united to fight against the earthquake / In order to 
send condolencese to the victims of the earthquake, 
the torch relay was postponed for 3 days. 
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WS) 	ti 

2009.5.12 
14 2swil:k.rt  

24g (blue) 

40- 
28-4.8I 

23jb (black) 

±1E1AOXIEI/AilX/fAg*A/ 
MdiJINE#1IIIM5A 27 Aff 

Due to the national mourning, the torch relay 
route in Nanjing was changed and it was also 
postponed for 3 days to 27 May. 

IN DIM VC/II 	5/1 
19E1-211301VOtt9.111 
itAtENOittlEMY5)12519. 

15: *11 qii1Z( 

19b (black) 

24b (black) 

R11111100101 , 5A198 - 
21 8i3131-A1*1=1 , tkiUdt5014ii,M5A25190 - 
5141EIIIMM 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan of Sichuan Province, 19 -
21 May was national mourning period. Olympic torch relay in 
Suzhou was postponed to 25 May. - Suzhou Post Office. 

*13170WW*RA*Plig/AblICIM-27 

To send condolences to the victims of the WenChuan 
earthquake, the Olympic torch relay in Jiangsu was postponed to 
25 - 27 May. 

6,7011::-,:iltr35.011141 
1111XitadbAgIM0119S2MXMAt Nit 2 

008*5A2819 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the 
Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics 
rescheduled the torch relay of this city to 28 May 
2008. 24e (black, red or blue) 

1111/01 / ±131tut*E / 11$)(1:ffiCIAIIMIE1 / 
2008.5.12 / 14:28 1111*R / 	 / 5.28 
- 5.30 

Due to the 3 day national mouming period, the Olympic 
torch relay in Anhui province was postponed for 2 days. 
2008.5.12 / 14:28 Earthquake in Wen Chuan. -
Organizing Committee for the Olympic torch relay in 
Anhui province. 5.28 - 5.30 

Mine 

flit3111.90E.A...."1341 
.06200s4- Ti 298 

25d (black, blue) 

±131KRA*1111)001134*Plit , ±577Altg.MiJ1451iMidtlitt 
BNI t 2008* 5A 299 

To send condolencese to the victims of the WenChuan earthquake, 
the Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the 
torch relay date in Huainan to 29 May 2008. 
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N/J112kittitUni 
SAAJti,ViNil2008*5/12915  

26b (red) 

4111111llttOR *PM 
it- 9021:6E11V =Ei 

,..AN IL'S IN ME 	z* 
28b (black, blue) 

31ea (red) 

X111 XithalLPA410-1)131021KM:MIOt Mt 2008*5A 29 
B 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing 
Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the torch relay 
of this city to 29 May 2008. 

2008*5A 121E1 , 
, tAWM*Itillla*Plraftg5gtlArk* 

, ff4131gAOttia , 1MAkliCAZ , 5A196 
121 B , 	 , 
)<Z4Cl9ctRASt2008 5A 30 

Large number of casualties were recorded during 
the earthquake that took place in WenChuan of 
Sichuan province on 12 May 2008. After consulting 
with the IOC, the Organzing Committee for the 
Beijing Olympics decided that the Olympic torch 
relay was suspended from 19 - 21 May to send 
consolencese to the victims. The torch relay was 
rescheduled to 30 May 2008. 

27c (red) 

±131-(0451JIIMIIWPWR Ailt4C.Itai*E / 
5L 11.-ARP1,1+1EJOIRE= 

To send consolencese to the victims of the earthquake, the 
Olympic torch relay was suspended for 3 days. Torch relays in 
the cities of Wuhan, Yichang & Jingzhou were postponed for 2 
days. 

Mkttlt BM20081f 6 fl 20 

29ba (red) 

591111A*P11MgMtkipia 
21010:101)3 B J2008*6A2B 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the 
Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics 
rescheduled the torch relay of this city to 2 June 
2008. 

NWMit8.0P1 
It:IMIUt012E1 

Eln11111111t8.0$ithit 	 6A2H. 

Since there was a magnitude 8 earthquake in WenChuang of 
Sichuang province, the Olympic torch relay in our prefecture was 
amended to 2 June. 29d (black) 

R~kJlIicithillErkOMOVIIS 
SXItiltBM/J2008f€6A6B  

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing 
Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the 
torch relay of this city to 6 June 2008. 
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111X111*,11M5-M110iillt 
2100:It1lt H 	20081EF6A 1419 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the 
Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics 
rescheduled the torch relay of this city to 14 June 
2008. 

35b (black) 

a itIR:itrrOkta-.14,ii4V. • 

t:F; YO.t 20.02.1F-5q 14 la 

35ea (blue) 

RIM XtthadtrOMOillit 
*MXIgilt 9)009 2008*6A 8 Fl 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the 
Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics 
rescheduled the torch relay of this city to 8 
June 2008. 

[1: 
1E'' 	112008*618 

32e (red) 

I

IZIA-MisrfAk 

AzUstZV€1,61,011 
jAtTF 	Ei 
VP02008416J112 

34e (black, blue)  

±INIA*11111tAUR*Mg / gt31).1t4CINf4LE / 
Ras "A-121EzPIMEitlIIM=T 

To send consolencese to the victims of the earthquake, the Olympic 
torch relay was suspended for 3 days. Torch relays in the cities of 
Wuhan, Yichang & Jingzhou were postponed for 2 days. 

*team.3i 
AMMI/±MAIIWI)dt*IKM=T 

National mournung for the earthquake in WenChuang / 
Olympic torch relay was postponed for 2 days. 

41i-tA 	14-412): 
)3''`tittzliTP14144Y1150 

ittO0a5E/ATM*MIIIRMV03151E1 

Due to a change in plan, Olympic torch relay in Wanzhou was 
rescheduled earlier to the 15th. 

 

37c (blue) 

 

1--- i- tvIlv.zat3;13,moiti 
mibuoluffill.tgAzatt  
41aa (red)  

/ 

Olympic Flame reached Lhasa through Lhasa 
Gonggar Airport / It was actually not passed 
through the Zedang prefecture in Shannan 
region. 
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I 	4/Sli 
JtVcada.,4541144,1tAratiO .19M 

2008*6A29e 

±MARA*WitatA*WICAA4LOAS41 
H 	2008*6A 29 H - 1--Nr112ThIliikM 

44e (black, blue) To send condolencese to the victims of the WenChuan 
earthquake, the Organizing Committee for the Beijing 
Olympics rescheduled the torch relay date in Zhongwei 
to 29 June 2008 - Zhongwei Post Office of Ningxia 
province. 

KIM* tirk.M 
Alciltatmtti) 4•- 

Ilt*R IMRE / 1MAIX/:Mt / X**111Dz514 / 
2008.6.29 / 111111AM*61Mt 

Fight against the earthquake and build a new home / the 
Olympic torch relay in Tianshui city was cancelled / 
2008.6.29 / Xi Huang Gu Li Philatelic Society 

For information, Tianshui is the second largest city in Gansu 
province. 

51b (red) 

 

IIIINC#4000001MID*, 
VIVIIMIttiM UtifilM 4  

51ba (red) 

glIEN)11, 14144±thictthstompoi , d1 R= kliCATRZ 
514/41X1f*3.15V0) 

Due to the earthquake in Sichuan and Gansu province, 
the Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics 
decided to cancel the torch relay in the city of Jiuquan. 

For information; Jiuquan is "prefecture-level city" in the westernmost part of the Gansu province. 

AfflI 
A421K$MEItit 
)42008* 6 n 30 El-RZ 

45d (red) 

(114 a Jo A 71I ilk 111 It 
lit 17 in Ail A !If 	7 11 Y H 

46b (red) 

11WWJETnit41.0 -111S21$Xtfkill H 	2008*6A 3 
H - L'td 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing 
Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the torch 
relay of this city to 30 June 2008 - the city of Wuzhong. 

/ Mt11411111$13C77Th H 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Olympic torch 
relay in the city of Yinchuan was rescheduled to 1 July. 



,kattA 
4 4;1 tti 

111  

16  FiFf.f ,A,:a!pull,,,in  
#1 it 	if Y2008.07 

58b 

R111537111Xithalgfgl , ) REIXt.1011=1VIMEAt7A 17E1. - 
WIEMIIII3kkactr) 

Due to the earthquake in Wen Chuan, the Olympic torch relay in the 
city of Shenyang was rescheduled to 17 July. - Shenyang Post Office 

59f (black, red or blue 
(Promotion) 

111 	)ft 1:411 
1 411dPA-411Vii?1,1711 

tt51,1.init 14(1'0  

tiZ 	itti NE • 
e )(Mita 

utiol1ilti/g2008lf7fi2Qe 

62a (black, red) 

n1111111)cithagUtOg .;■ 

*MARAIIMAX*RACqn,AgAtia0ASUAS** 
CV] F111131E1E12008*61128 lEiM7A6 	(41131)J11A). 

To send condolencese to the victims of the WenChuan earthquake, 
the Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the 
torch relay date in the city of Jiayuguan of Gansu province from 28 
June 2008 to 6 July 2008. 
(Cheer for China) 

49e (red) 

t finriiii14.A343X64310;471 
AlmeAA*5A1110**.' 

1*.:71Eci4V-tO*Ael-MAI 
ISZAi7Ae—ion 

52f 

12M1114i)ci11 t3MilIt1 , M29)ffitt#EAltM*):fgPlaitt 
N4CIFIR1IPISt7A -1080  

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Olympic torch relay 
for the 29th Olympic Games in Inner Mongolia was 
rescheduled to 8 - 10 July. 

	

*131.1.1 -A*1111icithISIoVIll1g , 	 t B  
iTht7A is Q. (111131b15)9 ! 	! 	- 	 CS) 
2008.07 

To send condolencese to the victims of the WenChuan earthquake, 
the Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the 
torch relay date in the city of Yanji of Jilin province to 16 July 2008. 
(Yanbian Post Office (Promotion) 2008.07) (Cheer for China! Cheer 
for Sichuan) 

For information. Yanji is the capital city of Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture within Jilin 
province. 

Ark-Ak11068t#21110 , apEodt4c.nmuwwri-o - 
um itifAR 2008.07.18 

The Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics urgently 
notified that the torch relay originally planned for Liaoyang 
would be relocated to the city of Anshan - Liaoyang Post Office 
2008.07.18 61ca (red) 

For information, both of Liaoyang & Anshan were cities in Liaoning province. 

t1d14CIRIRVISt2008 7A 20 
B 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan of Sichuan Province, the 
torch relay in the city of Yantai of Shandong province was 
rescheduled to 20 July 2008. 
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64b (black) 

66da (red) 

70d (red) 

icithilJE3-M kth.OiznatXMCI E197.23AS137.20, 
EiRAZTRAietft)dt4C1514). 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing Committee 
for the Beijing Olympics had originally rescheduled the torch 
relay in the city of Weihai of Shandong province from 23 July to 
20 July. The torch relay activity in Weihai was subsequently 
cancelled. 

62aa (red) 

I ii;   -AP,,'
.
'C'ii24111 liA Pi 
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: 

63aa (blue) 

i- ).1g27112.4H tW,$4 3.1 , gAVigtgIViAllat7A 21 
HWY. 

The Organizing Committee for the Beijing Olympics 
rescheduled the torch relay in the city of Qingdao from 24 July 
to 21July. 

I

VIRMaMAilgtOftAt 
*AORAHAMCM7)122Ti 
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008**7)=i 221E1 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing 
Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the 
torch relay of this city to 22 July 2008. 

XMani*5t,MAA.E.W.1.-WEAWIA. 
2008.7.26 

Due to change in route, the torch relay in the city of 
Shangqui of Henan province was cancelled. - Philatelic 
Society of Shangqui 2008.7.26 

RI IN 	, JETAAkilICAM*11,10:CCIF11"00320 
08*711301E1. 

Due to the earthquake in Sichuan, the Organizing 
Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the 
torch relay in the city of Qinhuangdao of Hebei 
province to 30 July 2008. 

2itat , 1h.P.§1.41.01;13l-̀ )<ICOt 	2008*8A 3 
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Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing Committee 
for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the torch relay in the city of 

73b (black) 
	

Guang'an of Sichuan province to 3 August 2008 
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The 29th Olympic Games / Torch Relay city / due to the 
earthquake in Wen Chuan / Cancel . Regret / Sichuan . 
Mianyang / 2008.6.15 

74g (red) 

V29JAA#FAii>tpX1f11 7T011-$-  / 
111131.R111 ..0131E1 /2008.8.4 / R111 .0131E1 

A.0101i0t2 (6) 

Torch display city of the 29th Olympic 
Games / China.Sichuan. Mianyang / 
2008.8.4 / Sichuan.Mianyang / Jiuzhou 
Sport Stadium (Temporary) 

ieg3.4 2008.08,04 

745: 

75a (red) 

, 9RLIOCE4CIIIISt 2008*8114 B. 

Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing 
Committee for the Beijing Olympics rescheduled the torch relay 
of the city of Leshan of Sichuan province to 4 August 2008. 

73db (red) 

X29FA**EAi 3*/ XCRTofM /Q9J11. 	/ 
2008.8.4 / 	/ CK)LA*M291XAII*J511)1 

The 29th Olympic Games / Torch display city / Sichuan. 
Mianyang / 2008.8.4 / Torch Building / The people 
affected by the earthquake wished every success of the 
Games. 

74f (red) 
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75b (black) 
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Olympic torch relay route in Sichuan province was changed / due 
to the earthquake in WenChuan / torch relay in the cities of 
Mianyang, Guanghan & Dujiangyan, where serious damage from 
the earthquake occurred, were cancelled / fight against the 
earthquake and build another perfect home. 
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The torch relay originally scheduled in the city of Yibin of Sichuan 
province on 4 August was cancelled for various reasons. 

76a (red) 

Abligti.t.9CERt Mr:14i1 , II11/11*ItiA3SMA / 
MXTh-EhiiaM / 2008.08.04 

The torch relay in the city of Zigong of Sichuan province 
was cancelled due to the earthquake in WenChuan. / 
Zigong Post Office / 2008.08.04 

75f (black, red) 
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Due to the earthquake in WenChuan, the Organizing Committee for 
the Beijing Olympics cancelled the torch relay in the City of 
Guanghan in Sichuan province. After consideration the torch relay 
was replaced by a torch display in the archaeological site in 
Sanxingdui of Guanghan. / 2008.08.04 / Sichuan Guanghan 

*1010.4441A1¢11 
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75d (black) 
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Due to the WenChaun earthquake on 12 May, the Organizing Committee for 
the Beijing Olympics changed the torch relay in the city of Chengdu of 
Sichuan province to 5 August 2008. / Chengdu 

74c (red) 

Please help us by returning your renewal subscription to arrive before the 31st. 
January, 2011. March 2011 Torch Bearer will only be distributed to paid-up 
members. 

If you would like to receive the occassional email SOC newsletter, please write your 
email address clearly on the renewal form and check the newsletter box 
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•• • 12 102010 • •• 

Athletics - Oxford 
.• • • 12 10.2010 • • •• 

Cycling - Manchester 

London 2012 - Coins, Coin covers and handstamps. 

Bob Farley / Bob Wilcock and Royal Mail sources 

On October 28th - began the issue of a new set of 50p coins designed by members of the public 
to celebrate London hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympics. 

The coins, which come into circulation from November 2010, feature all 29 Olympic and 
Paralympic sports that will be contested in 2012. 

For the first time in the Mint's 1,100-year history, the coins have been designed by members of 
the public, with 29 different designers, all picked from entrants in a public competition. 

A panel of independent experts and representatives from Royal Mint, London 2012 and the 
International Olympic Committee picked the winning designs by a diverse range of people. 

Like all UK coins in general use, these have received approval from the Queen and the Treasury. 
The series will also be the Royal Mint's biggest joint release of designs on coins for general use. 

The series contains coins dated 2010, 2011 and 2012, but all 29 designs are available to order 
for immediate delivery in uncirculated condition as individual collector packs. 

To coincide with the issue of Olympic and Paralympic stamp booklet 4, two pictogram design 
handstamps were notified. The stamp booklet contained self adhesive versions of the football 
and BMX cycling stamps, so the handstamps appeared ill-conceived. 

In response to a query about the Athletics and Cycling pictogram handstamps sponsored by 
Royal Mail, the following clarifying reply was received: 

'These postmarks will be applied to a new coin cover type product which will go on sale 
tomorrow. The idea is to produce a series of thirty coin covers, each combining the Royal Mail 
sport stamp with the relevant 50p sports coin from the Royal Mint. The product will be sold for 
£9.95 per cover and the first two will be offered to existing Royal Mail coin cover buyers first and 
then made available through our Christmas catalogue within two weeks. The covers will be 
offered in pairs in line with the Royal Mint coin issuing policy'. 
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Publicity material has appeared from 
which the style of the coin covers can 
be determined. 

Issues of the covers will appear at 6-8 
week intervals, and Royal Mail 
sources have notified the following 
provisional programme: 

London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic 
Sports Cover Collection 

Proposed 
Issue Date 

Athletics - Track 12/10/2010 
Cycling 

Football 30/11/2010 
Boccia 

Weightlifting 01/02/2011 
Hockey 

Shooting 24/03/2011 
Goalball 

Taekwondo 26/05/2011 
Boxing 

Wrestling 26/07/2011 
Handball 

Basketball 22/09/2011 
Modern Pentathlon 

Canoeing 29/11/2011 
Archery 

Swimming 12/01/2012 
Rowing 

Sailing 28/02/2012 
Badminton 

Judo 01/04/2012 
Triathlon 

Wheelchair 06/05/2012 
Rugby 

Horse jumping 12/06/2012 
Table Tennis 

Tennis 27/07/2012 
Fencing 

Gymnastics 28/08/2012 
Athletics - Field 

Dates in this table are stressed as provisional, but the indication of the expected interval 
between issues should be helpful. It does however appear strange that the provisional dates 
show the final issue after the London 2012 Olympic Games have closed. 
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LONDON 2012 - 12th October, 2010 

Olympic and Paralympic stamp booklet 4 was issued on 12th October, 2010, and the first 
handstamps for a coin cover programme were used. 
Following our succesful use of SmartStamps on handstamped covers in May, special covers 
were prepared to utilise these new pictogram handstamps. 

Athletics - Oxford / Cycling - Manchester 
A (Athletics) C (Cycling) - Handstamp with SmartStamp 	£1.50 each 
B (Athletics) D (Cycling) - Handstamp with Airmail SmartStamp 	£2.00 each 

Booklet panes 'Signed for 
E -Stratford cycling 
with SmartStamp.. . £4.50 
F - Wembley, football 
with SmartStamp. 14.50 

£0.32 
TCLL AUAC 

£0.32 
SUE A9AC 

For details to place an 
order, see enclosed 
subscription renewal 
form. 
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R Farley 
3 Wain Green 
Long Meadow 
Worcester 
WR4 OHP 

LONDON 2012 - 30th November, 2010 

Boccia - Sheffield. 
G - Handstamp on Boccia stamp 	 £1.50 
H - Handstamp with SmartStamp 	£1.50 
I - Handstamp with Airmail SmartStamp 	 £2.00 

30.11.10 

R Farley 
3 Worn Green 
Long Meadow 
Worcester 
WR4 OHP 

For details to place an 
order, see enclosed 
subscription renewal 
form. 
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Football - Wembley. 
J - Handstamp on Football stamp 	 £1.50 
K - Handstamp with SmartStamp 	£1.50 
L - Handstamp with Airmail SmartStamp. 	£2.00 

£0.32 
coos X999 

30.11.10 II 
• • 

R Farley 
3 Wain Green 
Long Meadow 
Worcester 
WR4 OP 

IPJid,IL,nch, 

ROYAL MAL 

ROS•11111111•011. 
■11.0010.1. 



Pin Collecting at the 2012 Olympic Games - Pins of The IOC  

by Sid Marantz and Bud Kling 

With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and pin traders. 
Described as the "largest spectator sport of the Games", Olympic pins have existed for over 100 
years and have been traded among athletes and officials for almost the entire time. Spectators, 
the press and sponsors have been involved in a big way for well over 30 years. To help British 
collectors get "up to speed" with this area of Olympic collecting, two longtime, expert collectors 
have begun a series of articles on pin collecting for the SOC. This is the third installment of the 
series. An article will run every issue leading up to the start of the games. 

Sid Marantz and Bud Kling have been to 25 Olympics between them. They have published 
articles and given talks on pin collecting in various forums to collectors and sponsors VIPs all 
over the world. They have managed pin trading centers for Games Organizing Committees and 
Coca Cola for every Olympics since 1998. They are both members of the International Society of 
Olympic Historians. They will present, along with other experts in the field, articles that will 
educate and give advice on ways to get involved and enjoy this activity before, during and after 
the Games. For this article, we must also thank Leonard Braun of the United States. Leonard 
has one of the most comprehensive collections of Olympic Pins in the world. It is also superbly 
organized and he was able, on short notice, to provide many of the images you see here. 

PINS OF THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE 

To begin with, the following paragraphs were taken directly from the IOC web site 
(www.olympic.org) we suggest you visit it. It contains a wealth of information on many things 
Olympic and can answer a number of questions you may have concerning the Olympic 
Movement . 

"The Olympic Movement is the concerted, organised, universal and permanent action, carried 
out under the supreme authority of the IOC, of all individuals and entities who are inspired by the 
values of Olympism. It reaches its peak with the bringing together of the world's athletes at the 
great sports festival, the Olympic Games. Its symbol is five interlaced rings. 
The goal of the Olympic Movement is to contribute to building a peaceful and better world by 
educating youth through sport practised in accordance with Olympism and its values. Belonging 
to the Olympic Movement requires compliance with the Olympic Charter and recognition by the 
IOC. 
The three main constituents of the Olympic Movement are the International Olympic Committee 
("IOC"), the International Sports Federations ("IFs") and the National Olympic Committees 
("NOCs"). 
In addition to its three main constituents, the Olympic Movement also encompasses the 
Organising Committees of the Olympic Games ("OCOGs"), the national associations, clubs and 
persons belonging to the IFs and NOCs, particularly the athletes, whose interests constitute a 
fundamental element of the Olympic Movement's action, as well as the judges, referees, 
coaches and the other sports officials and technicians. It also includes other organisations and 
institutions as recognised by the IOC. 
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The International Olympic Committee is the supreme authority of the Olympic Movement. Acting 
as a catalyst for collaboration between all parties of the Olympic family, from the National 
Olympic Committees (NOCs), the International Sports Federations (IFs), the athletes, the 
Organising Committees for the Olympic Games (OCOGs), to the TOP partners, broadcast 
partners and United Nations agencies, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) shepherds 
success through a wide range of programmes and projects. On this basis it ensures the regular 
celebration of the Olympic Games, supports all affiliated member organisations of the Olympic 
Movement and strongly encourages, by appropriate means, the promotion of the Olympic 
values." 

THEY ALSO MAKE PINS 

Although the IOC is arguably the most important of the four main constituents involved in the 
Olympic movement, it is the least prolific in the production of pins. For this reason, and others, it 
is an attractive category of pins for long term collectors to pursue. 

The way we choose to "slice the IOC pin pie" is as follows: 

- IOC Internal Staff pins. 
- Pins produced for specific events excluding the Olympic Games: 

Sessions, Congresses, Meetings, Olympic Fairs, and similar events); 
- Commercial pins produced by the IOC; 
- Pins produced by IOC Sponsors; 
- Pins produced by the IOC for an Olympic Games. 

IOC Internal Staff pins. 

The IOC makes pins for their use that transcends any one event. IOC members, staff and 
affiliated individuals might appear at various events wearing one of these pins. In addition, they 
are sometimes given to non IOC individuals as gifts. At times, you can trade for them. The most 
common of these is a pin with five rings "cut out" and nothing else . This design has appeared 
for years in various finishes and sizes. It makes a nice centerpiece for a display of pins. 

Olympic Ring designs clockwise: Colour cut out, Gold cut out, 
Plaque with raised design, Enamel with motto, Enamel with IOC. 

The IOC has also made variations on this basic design. Commissions 
and affiliated organizations of the IOC also make pins for internal use. 
Complete lists of these organizations can be found on the IOC web site. 
Finding and obtaining these pins is challenging and rewarding. Usually it 
means you were able to trade with persons who are directly involved 
with these organizations. 
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A further selection of IOC pins that fall into the Internal Staff 
pin category. 

Clockwise: 
Two 'Solidarity' designs, Olympic Aid, IOC Cultural 
Commission 1996, Promotion of the official IOC website. 

Pins produced for specific events excluding the Olympic Games 

IOC 
CULTURAL 
comission 

LAUSANNE 

A selection of pins commemorating IOC Sessions: Amsterdam 1970, Los Angeles 1984, 
Lausanne 1984. Monaco 1993, Moscow 2001. 

E SION 
C.I.O. 
1984 

The IOC is involved in a great deal of activity in addition to Olympic Games. There are 
innumerable meetings, congresses and sessions involving the IOC and other stakeholders going 
on all the time. Olympic sessions involving all members of the movement are held annually in 
various cities around the world. In odd numbered years, this session chooses the city to host a 
Winter or Summer Games ( Go London!). 

yileolympique - Wk tritu25 

A selection of pins commemorating events with IOC involvement: Olympic City of Lausanne 
1992, Expo '92, World Olympic Collectors Fair, Lausanne 1994. 
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Commercial pins (left to right): Olympic Museum, European Museum of the 
Year 1995, Olympic Museum - logo, Olympic Musem - 'Cyclists', Olympic 
Museum - logo and mascot. 

Commercial pins produced by the IOC 

The IOC produces a small number of pins for sale to the public. Generally some of these are 
available at the Shop located on the first floor of the Olympic Museum. The Museum is located in 
Lausanne, right on Lake Geneva. If you are going to Continental Europe, we highly encourage 
you to include a visit to this facility in your plans. Pins are also for sale at certain Olympic 
functions. I have not seen any at Olympic Games but at the last Olympic Congress held in 
Copenhagen in 2009, a historical set was produced by Hanov depicting all prior Congresses. 
Pins like this are difficult to obtain if you are not actually at the event. 

Pins produced by IOC Sponsors 

Since its founding in 1894, the Olympic MOvement has depended on partnerships with the 
business community to help stage the Olympic Games and to support the Olympic athletes. 
Today, marketing partners are an intrinsic part of the Olympic family. Commercial partnerships 
are the driving force behind the promotion, financial security and stability of the Olympic 
Movement. 
The Olympic Games are one of the most effective international marketing platforms in the world, 
reaching billions of people in over 200 countries and territories throughout the world. 
Support from the business community is crucial to the staging of the Games and the operations 
of every organisation within the Olympic Movement. 
Revenue generated by commercial partnerships accounts for more than 40% of Olympic 
revenues and partners provide vital technical services and product support to the whole of the 
Olympic Family. 
Each level of sponsorship entitles companies to different marketing rights in various regions, 
category exclusivity and the use of designated Olympic images and marks. 

Worldwide TOP Partners 

TOP (The Olympic Program) is the highest level of 
Olympic sponsorship. For a very large amount of money, 
about a dozen companies have the exclusive worldwide 
rights to promote their brand within their category. They 
also have the right to make pins using the Olympic Rings 
alone. No sponsors signing up with a games organizing 
committee or NOC has this right. 

Generic (undated) 
TOP pin. 
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The following companies are TOP 
Partners for the London 2012 Olympic 
Games. 
Coca Cola, Acer, Atos Origin, Dow 
Chemical, General Electric, McDonalds 
Omega, Panasonic, Procter and Gamble, 
Samsung and Visa. 

TOP pins: 
(left) for the Olympic 
Winter. Games, Calgary 1988 and 
Lillehammer 1994. 
(below) for the Olympic Games, 
Seoul 1988 and Barcelona 1992. 

These pins are, for the most part, not produced by the IOC but the right to produce them 
comes exclusively from that organization. 

TOP pins: An A - Z selection. 



TOP pins: An A - Z selection. 

MO) 

Oe.ZO 

(NS? 
GRAC1A$ 

J.A.S.
•  

• 

'Thank You' pins: Calgary 1988, Seoul 1988, 
Lillehammer 1994 and Nagano 1998. 

Pins produced by the IOC for an Olympic Games 

During any given Olympic Games, the IOC produces pins specific to those games. A 
particularly famous one was produced in 1984 for Los Angeles. This was the first time very 
large numbers of volunteers were used by a games organizing committee and a great deal 
of positive publicity was generated. 

This became a model that all subsequent games organization 
committees have successfully used to help stage their games. As a 
result, IOC president, Juan Antonio Samaranch, commissioned a pin 
thanking these 1984 volunteers. Each person received one pin. 

The J.A.S. commissioned pin. 

Most games since have had their version of these pins. Trading with a volunteer for their pin 
is not easy but adding one of these pins to your collection is indeed a great accomplishment. 
Pins for the Olympic Truce, Olymphilex, The Athletes Commission Vote Pin, and the "Best 
of Us" series issued in Torino and Beijing are further examples of pins issued by the IOC to 
commemorate a specific games. 
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'T3REETINGS FROM IOC 

Olympic Truce pins. 

- Air/ALAI 
46  Greetings from IOC 

pin, Atlanta 1996, 
which could easily be 
classified as either an 
Internal Staff pin or 
as a pin produced for 
an Olympic Games, 

o 

f,ltfl 'i' 	i 

lrlhlhMel CorrI11??s4,0,. 

.  

Sydney 2000 pins: IOC Athletes 	A The Best of Us' pin. 
Commission 'vote' and Olymphilex. 

This gives a reasonably complete picture of pins associated with the IOC. Pins from the 
NOCs, International Federations, their respective National Governing Bodies and teams, 
team sponsors and the like will be covered in the next article. These organizations make 
many more pins than the IOC. We will then cover media pins, candidate city pins and finally 
move to pins made by the official pin licensee, Hanov, under the authority of the London 2012 
Organizing Committee. London 2012 pins, in their various categories and themes will make 
up the largest segment of the 2012 pin pie and will be the ones most coveted by most 
collectors. We will then get in techniques to use to build your collection and participate in this 
most enjoyable activity_ We wish all of you a happy holiday season. 

C.,3E4->PQ.C.,3UX.PSEG-- 1/4P- 4)03200320%Po,4003£0 

A very happy New Year to all our 
/ 

64 	
members, A 

 

2 Good luck with your ticket applications! 

03.ECIN,0) 	tp. Gqi 	1/4:9° °1 OTSG5 
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President of the LO.C. 

10490C Session 
104' Session du CM 

Bud 41515 

I I I 
Fig. 103 

Philatelic History of the International Olympic Committee 
Sessions - Part 4 

Brian Hammond 

Part 1 of this series was published in Torch Bearer Volume 26 issue 4 December 2009. 
Part 2 of this series was published in Torch Bearer Volume 27 issue 2 June 2010. 
Part 3 was published in Torch Bearer Volume 27 Issue 3.September 2010. 

104th  Session 15th- 18th  June, 1995 - Budapest Hungary. 

Hungary hosted the 10e session and marked the occasion with a postal stationary card with 
a 14ft imprinted stamp showing the session logo. It includes a Salt Lake City cancelation and 
a session cancelation Fig 103. 

The IOC promoted the session with a red frankiing machine mark. Fig 104_ The vote for the 
city to host the 2002 winter games was won by Salt Lake City USA ahead of Ostersund. 
Sweden, Sion, Switzerland and Quebec City, Canada. Fig 105/6 
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Fig. 105 
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Fig. 106 
Quebec 
sticker 

105th  Session 15th  — 18th  July, 1996 - Atlanta USA. 
Once again there was a franking machine mark in use by the IOC. Fig 107. 
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Fig. 107 
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Fig. 108 

106 SESSION CIO 

0000 
Athens, Greece was 
selected. Fig 112. 

Athens finished ahead of 
Rome, Cape Town, 
Stockholm and Buenos 
Aires. Buenos Aires 
issued a 75c stamp and 
cancelation to support it's 
bid. Fig 113/114. 
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106th  Session 3rd  - 6 h̀  September, 1997 - Lausanne Switzerland. 
The IOC used a special cover, postmark, franking machine mark, cachets and a post card for this 
session. It also used a cachet to proclaim the winner of the vote for the 2004 Olympic Games. 
Each City cachet was in a different colour. Fig 108/11. 
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106' SESSION DU C.I.O 
106" SESSION OF I 0 C 

LAUSANNE 1997 
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HELIAS 

c99 
80 	ig2 
LIAHNIZTAENAPATIA 

ATHENS 2004 
CANDIDATE CITY 

zAnnetoN 
OCTOBER 24, 1996 
Oticiat---Rf4voontatioe 

"ATHENS 2004 
CANDIDATE CITY" 

To the Members of I.O.C. 

HMOKPATIA 80 

kno wol. 
it IIITIM1914  

CONSTANTINOS VAROTSIS 
STR. DAGLI 128-134 
111 45 ATHENS 
GREECE Fig. 112 
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Fig. 113 

BUENOS AIRES 2004 
CANDIDATA 

VUELO PRE - OLIMPICO 

Bs. As. - Estocolmo 

DEPORTES 
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Fig. 114 

CAPE TOWN 
2004 

CANDIDATE CITY 

 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil did not make the short list 

but did issue a stamp in connection with their bid. 

fig.114. 

CIDADE CANDIDATA 

CANDIDATURA DO RIO DE JANEIRO 
AOS XXVIII JOGOS OLIMPICOS 
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Empress BawlWire de Cortelos e TelegraIos Fig. 115 

108th  Session 17th  —18 h̀  March, 1999 - Lausanne Switzerland. 

Another Machine cancelation from the IOC Fig 116. 
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109
th 
 Session 17th  — 20th  June, 1999 = Seoul South Korea. 

For the main session of 1999 South Korea also organized a major stamp exhibition and issued 
a special stamp . A number of cancelations were in use for the session and exhibition as well as 
the franking meter from the IOC [on two machines no 73735 and 73536].Fig 117/120. 
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Date of Issue June 12,1999 

       

Kospc Sports Stamp Exhibition For 
09th IOC Session Seoul 1999 
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Six cities bid to host the 2006 Winter Games. Turin Italy was 
selected. Fig 121. The IOC used a cachet for each candidate city, 
plus a proclamation cachet. Bid cities also issued a wide range 
of material. Sion. Switzerland used a Logo Stamp and special 
cancelation. Fig 122. 
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Fig. 121, Turin sticker. 
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Merci! 
Danke! 

Grazie! 
Thank you! 

0R9 
leux Olympiques d'hiver 2006: Participation a la finale 
Olympische VVInterspiele 2006, Finalleihmhme 
Giochi Olimpici invernali 2006: Tu rno finale 
Olympic Wintergames 2006: Participation in the final round 

007249 

Fig. 123. Sion expected to be selected and were confident enough to produce a card 
and special shaped stamp in advance of the decision. The card was never issued as a 

result of the failure of their bid. 
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110th  Session 11th  — 1 2th  December, 1999 - Lausanne Switzerland. 
The third session of 1999 was called at short notice after a scandal hit the IOC over the way 
members voted for Salt Lake City. This resulted in major changes to the rules and a number of 
members of the IOC standing down. An IOC franking meter promoted the session. Fig 124. 

Fig. 
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111th  Session 11th  —13th  September. 2000 - Sydney Australia. 

Australia hosted the 2000 Summer games in Sydney 
and used a cancelation from the Olympic Family 
Hotel Fig 125. 

The IOC used a special red Machine cancelation 
showing the Olympic torch. Fig 126. 

SYDNEY 
Nsw zoo Fig. 125 

Fig. 
126 

112th  Session 13th  —16th  September, 2001 - Moscow Russia. 
The IOC returned to the Russian host of the 1980 summer games for this session. The IOC 
used a franking machine meter plus five cachets one for each bid city that made the short list. 
When Beijing was selected ahead of Toronto, Paris, Istanbul and Osaka to host the games in 
2008. They used a Red proclamation cachet on the winners IOC envelope Fig 127/132. The 
cachet for Beijing was in Red, Toronto in Green, Paris in Blue Istanbul in Purple and Osaka in 
Black. 
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Fig. 129 
	

Fig. 130 
	

Fig. 131 

Juan Antonio Samaranch who had been elected president of the IOC at the Moscow Session in 
1980 stood down from office. The members voted for Jacques Rogge to replace him. Special 
material was used to mark this occasion by both the IOC and Spain. Fig 133. 
Note The 10 & 20 IOC stamps used on these covers were issued in 2000 at the same time as 
the stamps issued by Switzerland for the Sydney 2000 Games. 
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This session was held during the winter 
games. A cancelation was produced for 
the IOC / Olympic Family Hotel Fig 134. 

114th  Session 28th  — 28th  September, 2002 - Mexico 
Blue computer generated franking with a promotional slogan was used in Lausanne. 
Fig 135. 
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115th  Session 2nd  — 8th  July, 2003 - Prague Czech Republic 
A red franking machine meter was used in Lausanne by the IOC. Fig. 136 
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Cancelations, postal stationary and a registered label were used in Prague for the 115th  session. 
Fig 137. 
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the Cantonment of Canada 
A a prordid pewter of the 

Vancouver 2010 Bid 

to goinornerrieni du Canada eat 
set de s'associer a la candidature 

de Veocavver 2010 

The IOC also produced cachets for the three bid cities for the 2010 Winter Olympics [Vancouver, 
Pyeong Chang and Salzburg], Olympsport used a proclamation meter in red. Fig 138/41. . Bid 
cities issued a selection of material to support their bids. Fig 142. 
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116th  Session 10th  — 12th  August, 2004 - Athens Greece 
This session was marked by two machine cancelations from the IOC. [ Red and Blue.] Fig 143. 
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117th  Session 5th  — 9th  July. 2005 - Singapore 
Singapore issued a set of four sports stamps [value 50c, 60c, S, 1st Local] for this session 
together with a FDC, cancelation and presentation pack. The stamps were also issued with labels 
for the 117th  session and also bid winners, London 2012. Fig 144/146. The IOC used a blue 
machine cancelation in Lausanne. 
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Fig. 146 
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The IOC also had a set of five 
Cachets for the bid cities of 
London, 	Paris, 	Madrid, 
Moscow and New York, 

together with a 117th  session 
red cachet and a blue 
proclamation. Fig 147/ 151 
SOC issued a special cover 

with a smart stamp.Fig152 The 
British High commission in 
Singapore used a new version 
of the London bid postcards 
[note the Olympic museum 
exhibition cancelation]. Fig153. 
London won the bid to stage 

the 2012 Games on the 6th  

July. As is now usual a wide 
range of items were used by all 
the bid cities. Fig 154/55. 

Fig. 153 
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Fig. 152 
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119th  Session 4th  — 7th  July, 2007 - Guatemala City, Guatemala. 
The IOC produced a machine cancelation in blue and a proclamation Cachet in green. The cover 
shows Sochi Russia as winning the vote to host the Winter Olympic Games in 2014. Fig 156. 
Material was produced by the three bid cities. [Sochi, Russia. Pyeong Chang, South Korea. 
Salzburg, Austria.] Fig 157. The cover from the session hosts shows the logo of the three bid 
cities. Fig.158. 

Fig. 156 
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A major decision at this session was to hold a Youth Olympic games halfway between the 
summer games. The first to be held in Singapore in 2010 Fig 159 shows the set of four stamps 
issued by the host on 14/08/2010 and a postmark from the first Youth Olympic village. [For a full 
report on the youth Olympics see Torch Bearer Volume 27 number 3]. The IOC also agreed to 
hold Youth Winter games in the same year as the main summer Olympic Games. The first is due 
to take place in 2012. 

Fig. 159 

121st  Session 1" — 2nd  October, 2009 - Copenhagen Denmark. 
This session was held at the 13th congress. A report appeared in Torch Bearer volume 26 
number 4. 
Note - This series only gives examples of material produced in connection with the IOC 
members vote for host cities. Back issues of torch bearer will provide more information on this 
material but no full listing of this material is known. 

Notice for participants in the International Packet 
Please ensure that the Packet is forwarded as soon as possible, and that 

the Packet Manager is informed.when passed on. 
Notification of mailing is very important to track the Packet. 

Material for future packets is always required 
- more vendors = more variety = more sales! 
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FOR YOUR BOOKSHELF - BEIJING 2008 

Research into the postal material for the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games continues. These 
illustrated booklets give interested collectors the opportunity to understand the quantity and 
complexity of material available. 
It is not possible to claim that any of these booklets offer a complete listing of the material 
available, and I suspect that it will be a lifetime excercise for someone before it is possible to 
make such a claim. 

Two years have passed since the celebration of the 2008 Olympic Games, but 'new' material 
becomes known each month (it has slowed from the previous weekly or daily!), but by limiting the 
contents of each booklet to specific topics / areas, the contents have now reached a relatively 
stable state, to which supplements can be added in future. 

All booklets are illustrated in full colour, and rely on illustrations with minimal text, and allocate 
reference numbers to the markings to allow identification. 

A Postal commemoration of the 2008 Olympic Torch Relay Volume 1. 
- Generic postmarks and Postal Stationery. 

56 pages with details of the planned torch relay route through mainland China, and the revisions 
that resulted from the earthquake in Sichuan Province. 
The generic postmarks are illustrated, together with the postal stationery cards. 

B Postal commemoration of the 2008 Olympic Torch Relay Volume 2. 
- Postal markings of Hong Kong, Macau and China. 

63 pages with over 600 postal markings illustrated. The generic postmarks are included together 
with identification guides where different dies / types are known. 

C China Post Facilities at the 2008 Olympic Games, Beijing. 

20 pages with illustrations of the postmarks and franking meters used at Olympic post offices, 
including a checklist of die numbers seen. For the Bird's Nest and Water Cube, the dies used 
throughout Beijing are included. 

D Postal commemoration of the 2008 Olympic Games, Beijing. 
- Postal markings of China 08.08.08 - 24.08.08 

48+ pages with illustrations of the postmarks used throughout China on the opening and closing 
days of the Olympic Games as cities across the country joined in the celebration of the Olympic 
Games.. 

These booklets may be 
ordered from: 

R Farley 
3 Wain Green 
Long Meadow 
Worcester 
WR4 OHP UK 

Prices including shipping: 

UK Europe Worldwide 
A, B or D £6.00 £7.00 €8.50 £7.50 €9.00 $12.00 

C £6.00 £4.00 €5.00 £4.50 €5.60 $7.50 
A-D £19.00 £21.00 €26.00 £23.00 €28.00 $37.00 
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2011 Event Diary 

A.F.C.O.S. Annual General Meeting 
and Sportmania Fair 

19th - 20th March, 2011 - Bordeaux, France 

    

  

Collectors Fair- German Sports Museum, with the cooperation 
of IMOS. 

9th - 10th April, 2011 - Cologne, Germany 

  

Proposed Fair and tour of the 2012 Olympic Park, in 
conjunction with IMOS. 

23rd - 24th July, 2011. 
River and Rowing Museum, Henley on Thames. 

    

      

   

	1 

 

    

World Olympic Collectors Fair 2011, hosted by Olympin. 
4th - 7th August, 2011. 

Stephan Convention Centre, Rosemont IL (Close to Chicago 
O'Hare Airport) 

The proposed fair and tour of the London 2012 Olympic Park, is subject to the level of support 
from SOC and IMOS members. 

Assuming that there is sufficient support to confirm the event, it is intended to issue invitations to 
other societies - AFCOS and UICOS. 

Please let us know if you would be interested in attending the event when returning your 
subscription renewal. 

Draft programme: 
Friday 22nd July, Arrival and welcome; 
Saturday 23rd July, Collectors Fair, Presentations and displays 

- evening, Attendees Dinner. 
Sunday 24th July. Tour of the Olympic Park. 

Any members interested in attending any of the above events, please contact Bob Farley for up 
to date details. 
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Olympic Games Memorabilia 

Auctions 
Want List Service 
Appraisal Service 

Exhibit Service 

Always buying, selling & accepting consignments: 
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals, 

Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports, 
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs. 

Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available. 

Ingrid O'Neil 
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia 

PO Box 872048, Vancouver WA 98687 USA 
Tel. (360) 834-5202 + Fax (360) 834-2853 

www.ioneil.com ♦ ingrid@ioneil.com 


